limiting our ability to generalize broadly and/or (ii)
studies did not control for phylogeny, making the
causes of observed patterns unclear. To address these
shortcomings, we present the first global, phylogenetically controlled comparison of urban and rural organisms to test the prediction that broadly adapted species
are more likely to be found in cities than more narrowly
adapted species.
Species vary dramatically in their breadth of
environmental tolerance. For example, ecological
generalists survive and reproduce across a broad
range of climatic conditions, use a diverse array of
resources and can be found occupying many distinct
habitats. In contrast, ecological specialists may tolerate only a narrow range of climatic conditions,
specialize on few resources or occur in a limited range
of habitats. Here we define ‘environmental tolerance’
as the ability to survive and reproduce in a given
environment. In response to habitat disturbance and
alteration, we predicted that species with broad
environmental tolerance would fare better than
species with a more narrow environmental tolerance
because the shift in conditions created by disturbance
is more likely to fall within the generalist species’
range of tolerance (Glazier 1986; figure 1).
The breadth of an organism’s tolerance is difficult
to measure directly. A species’ geographical distribution can provide a reliable index of environmental
tolerance, because variation in environmental conditions increases with latitudinal and elevational
distributions, and range size has been found to
positively correlate with measures of ecological
breadth across a wide array of taxa, including vascular
plants (Thompson et al. 1998), insects (Quinn et al.
1997), fishes (Pyron 1999), rodents (Glazier 1980),
primates (Harcourt et al. 2002) and birds (Symonds &
Johnson 2006; Cofre et al. 2007). Thus, we assume
that species with broad geographical ranges are likely
to experience a wider range of conditions and have
broad environmental tolerance.
We used a dataset of 217 urban and 247 rural
birds to test the hypothesis that urban birds have
broader environmental tolerance than rural congeners. We used geographical distributions as an index
of the breadth of a species’ environmental tolerance,
and predicted that urban birds would have broader
latitudinal and elevational distributions during the
breeding season compared with rural congeners.
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Urbanization dramatically changes the composition and diversity of biotic communities. The
characteristics distinguishing species that
persist in urban environments, however, are
poorly understood. Here we test the hypothesis
that broadly adapted organisms are better able
to tolerate urbanization, using a phylogenetically controlled, global comparison of birds. We
compared elevational and latitudinal distributions of 217 urban birds found in 73 of the
world’s largest cities with distributions of 247
rural congeners to test the hypothesis that
urban birds possess broader environmental
tolerance. Urban birds had markedly broader
environmental tolerance than rural congeners,
as estimated by elevational and latitudinal
distributions. Our results suggest that broad
environmental tolerance may predispose some
birds to thrive in urban habitats. The
mechanisms mediating such environmental
tolerance warrant further investigation, but
probably include greater behavioural, physiological and ecological flexibility.
Keywords: environmental tolerance; generalist;
specialist; urbanization

1. INTRODUCTION
Human-dominated environments are an increasingly
prominent feature of the Earth’s ecosystems
(Vitousek et al. 1997). As habitat becomes altered by
urbanization, species assemblages change. Most
species do not tolerate urban habitat, but some persist
and even thrive in cities. What characteristics differentiate the species that persist from those that cannot?
One prominent hypothesis to explain how species
respond to habitat disturbance is that organisms with
broad environmental tolerance (generalists) are less
sensitive to human disturbance than those with a
more narrow tolerance (specialists), and thus generalists predominate in disturbed areas (Ricklefs & Cox
1972; Glazier 1986). Empirical data appear to support this idea (Clergeau et al. 1998; Kitahara et al.
2000; Ishitami et al. 2003; Swihart et al. 2003), but
the hypothesis has never been adequately tested
because previous studies suffer two significant shortcomings: (i) studies were conducted at a local scale,

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
We tested our hypothesis using a dataset of common breeding birds
from 73 of the largest cities worldwide (table S1 and figure S1 in
the electronic supplementary material). We compiled these data by
circulating a questionnaire to ornithologists, biologists and birdwatchers via the Internet (appendix S1 in the electronic supplementary material). Respondents included 54 birdwatchers, 3
biologists and 44 ornithologists. We asked respondents to list up to
10 common native breeding birds found in their city. Reports of
bird species occurrence from private citizens have been used
previously and found to be accurate (Lepczyk 2005), particularly
when analyses do not require complete descriptions of avifauna or
assessments of relative abundance of species. Our analyses relied
only on an accurate assessment of the presence of a given species
breeding in a city, and thus citizen-reported data were expected to
be reliable. In several cases, multiple questionnaires were completed
for the same cities by independent observers, confirming the
presence of some of the same breeding species. For the majority of
the species, we also confirmed their use of urban areas for breeding
using published habitat descriptions. All urban species also occur
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Figure 1. Illustration of our prediction that urban birds are
more likely to be broadly tolerant of environmental conditions than rural congeners. Fitness of a bird with narrow
tolerance (solid curve) drops off steeply with any changes in
the environment. In contrast, a bird with broad tolerance
(dotted curve) has maximum fitness across a wide range of
environmental conditions, which drops off at more extreme
conditions. If an area where the two species coexist becomes
urbanized (arrow), environmental conditions (vertical lines)
will shift, and are more likely to fall within the range of
tolerance of a bird with broad environmental tolerance than
that of a bird with narrow tolerance.
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outside cities, and we considered the descriptions of their entire
breeding distributions in data analyses.
The resulting dataset included 337 native bird species. We
reviewed all congeners for each of these species to find candidate
rural birds for within-genus comparisons, using a recent global
taxonomy (Dickinson 2003). Rural birds had to meet two criteria
for inclusion in the analyses: (i) the species could not be described in
the literature as breeding in human-disturbed habitat such as towns
or cities, and (ii) the bird’s breeding distribution must geographically
overlap at least one of the cities for which an urban congener was
reported as a common native breeder. This second criterion ensures
that birds categorized as rural species once probably inhabited the
land area now occupied by at least one large city and are absent
from that city owing to their inability to persist in urban habitat,
rather than other factors that might influence species distributions.
We could not pair 120 urban birds within genus, because either they
represent monotypic genera (27 species) or none of the congeners
met the two criteria as described above (93 species). These species
were excluded from subsequent analyses. After excluding these
species, our dataset included 217 urban and 247 rural species from
14 orders, 44 families and 100 genera (appendix S2 and table S2 in
the electronic supplementary material). Each genus was represented
by 2.2 urban and 2.5 rural species on average. Species that were
excluded from the analyses because they could not be paired within
genus did not differ statistically from included species in elevational
or latitudinal range.
We reviewed the published literature and compiled data on
elevational and latitudinal distributions during breeding for all
species. We restricted data to breeding distributions because we
define tolerance as the ability to survive and reproduce in a given
environment, and to control for potential confounds associated with
differences in migratory tendency. Data on elevational range were
not available for nine urban and three rural species. These species
were excluded from the analyses. Overall, one genus was excluded
from elevational range comparisons owing to missing data.
For statistical analyses, we calculated the mean elevational and
latitudinal ranges within each genus for both urban and rural
species, and compared these values by calculating a within-genus
standardized difference in each parameter as follows: (mean urban
value within the genusKmean rural value within the genus)/mean
overall value for the genus. Thus, positive values indicated that the
elevational or latitudinal range was greater in the urban congener.
Biol. Lett. (2007)

0
Figure 2. Mean (a) elevational range and (b) latitudinal
range of urban (black bars) and rural (open bars) birds.
The error bars indicate C1 s.e. Urban birds had broader
elevational and latitudinal ranges than rural congeners (onesample t-tests; elevation, tZ4.60, d.f.Z99, p!0.00001;
latitude, tZ5.42, d.f.Z100, p!0.000001).
We then conducted one-tailed, one-sample t-tests for each parameter to determine whether these standardized values were greater
than zero.

3. RESULTS
Urban birds had significantly broader elevational and
latitudinal distributions than rural congeners (onetailed, one-sample t-tests of the standardized
difference in each parameter within genus; elevation,
tZ4.60, d.f.Z99, p!0.00001; latitude, tZ5.42,
d.f.Z100, p!0.000001; figure 2a,b). Urban birds had
elevational ranges that were more than 500 m broader
than the ranges of rural birds and latitudinal distributions that were 108 broader than the distributions of
rural birds. This pattern remained when analyses were
restricted to genera reported in only one city or genera
found exclusively in the Americas (appendix S3 in the
electronic supplementary material).
4. DISCUSSION
This study is the first global, phylogenetically controlled comparison of urban and rural birds, which
reveals that species that have adapted to a broad array
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of environmental conditions may be better able to
tolerate human-disturbed habitat. Urban birds have
markedly broader environmental tolerance than rural
congeners, as indicated by their broader elevational
and latitudinal distributions during breeding.
Behavioural, physiological and ecological flexibility
may contribute to an urban bird’s ability to tolerate a
broad array of environmental conditions, including
disturbed habitat. This flexibility may include traits
such as a bird’s ability to adjust behaviour in response
to novel conditions, to resist detrimental physiological
effects of breeding in urban habitat or to use novel
resources, such as food types or nest sites. One
species of birds was found to adjust singing behaviour
in response to urban noise levels (Slabbekoorn & Peet
2003). The physiology of urban birds has only
recently received attention, revealing remarkable
within-species differences in urban and rural birds
(Schoech et al. 2004; Partecke et al. 2006; Bonier
et al. 2007). For example, Schoech et al. (2004)
found that suburban Florida scrub-jays (Aphelocoma
coerulescens) had lower stress hormone levels than rural
conspecifics. Behavioural flexibility and the use of
novel resources have also been investigated in broadly
distributed birds. Sol et al. (2002, 2005) found that
relative brain size and frequency of foraging innovations in these birds were positively correlated with a
measure of potential for successful invasion into novel
habitat. In combination or separately, these and other
characteristics of the behaviour, physiology and ecology
of urban birds may be keys to their tolerance of a wide
array of environments, predisposing them to succeed
in human-disturbed habitat. Further study directly
measuring environmental tolerance of urban and rural
organisms, which was not possible here, could
provide a more direct link between urban species and
environmental tolerance.
The results of our study suggest that small-ranged
specialist species will be impacted more than largerranged generalists as urbanization continues. These
species are already at risk owing to their relatively
small population and range sizes (Purvis et al. 2000).
The compounding effects of small population size,
small range size and an increased sensitivity to habitat
disturbance may put these species at greater risk than
previously predicted.
We thank Fernando Straube for assistance with translation
and circulation of questionnaires in South America, Toby
Bradshaw, Martha Groom, Ray Huey, F. Gary Stiles,
Fernando Straube and Josh Tewksbury for their comments
on the study design, Shallin Busch for helpful comments
on an earlier version of the manuscript, Wand Ali and
his colleagues in Iraq for their invaluable assistance with the
birds of Baghdad, and the 101 people from around the
world who responded to our survey.
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